The development of a high-density canine microarray.
DNA microarrays can give global transcriptional views of cellular responses to disease, development, nutrition, and other biological states. They can be used to elucidate biological networks, develop diagnostics, and identify genetic targets and molecular mechanisms. The technology is widely used and can be a valuable complement to more "disease-centric" focused arrays. For these reasons, Nestlé designed a custom canine Affymetrix microarray representing transcripts from multiple tissues for use in areas where a more focused microarray had not already been developed. Sufficient numbers of sequences representing messenger RNAs (mRNAs) or expressed sequence tags (ESTs) is integral for the design of a global microarray chip. This chip was designed using public domain sequences (GenBank) and sequences from a proprietary canine EST database. In order to enrich the chip with annotated transcripts, both of these sequence sets were BLASTed against the nonredundant protein database. The sequences on the microarray were isolated from more than 48 different tissues. The final compliment of sequences had sequences unique to GenBank (3160), unique to the proprietary EST database (17,620), and present in both sources (1996). In comparison with human sequences (RefSeq), 74% of the canine sequences matched a human sequence.